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KOMBI 3 DEAL

BLINDER
BLACK & WHITE

* All pricing excludes GST & freight

Australia’s most concentrated
paint is now available in BLACK.

...Introducing the brand
new Kombi 3!

Introducing Blinder with never before
seen dilution rates! Blinder outshines every
other product available on the market with
its massive dilution rate of up to 14 parts
water to 1 part blinder paint.
Supplied in 10L tubs or 200L drums and
available in white or black.

The brand new Kombi 3 is the most
advanced electric spray line marking
machine available.
Now with:

It will revolutionise how
you mark your fields!

non-puncture tyres
lithium technology
wheeled knib as standard
pressure manifold

Kombi 3 Line Marker
+ 1 x 10L Blinder White/Black*

+ Kombi Kleen*
+ Marking Book

*Agent Supply

DEAL INCLUDES

Makes up to3000L ofdiluted paint

BRAND
NEWFEATURES

ONLY

$2000 + GST

$155 + GST

$2850 + GST

Makes up to

150L of

diluted paint



PERMANENT
MARKING FLUID 5L

Dilutes up to 4 parts water
to 1 part paint.

Dilutes up to 8 parts water
to 1 part paint.

Dilutes up to 4 parts water
to 1 part paint.

PITCHMARKER &
COLOUR XS BLACK

FASTLINE WHITE COLOUR XS

Mark carparks and lines
through your linemarker!

+ GST

+ GST

* All pricing excludes GST & freight.

$85 + GST $109 + GST $105 + GST

PLIFIX MARKERS
ALL COLOURS
Plifix synthetic grass implants are a safe and
permanent ground marking system. They are
the most practical solution for marking buried
objects or setting lines and boundaries when
linemarking. Sold in sets of 25.

EACH SET ONLY

$370 + GST

SAVE $35

PRICE SLASHED!

$135 + GST
The only hard surface paint on the market
that can run through ALL grass marking
machines. Paint lasts up to 2 years and
comes in a range of bright colours.

Also

available in

red, blue,

and yellow

Industry
first!
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